University of Minnesota Duluth
Chancellor’s Award for Distinguished Research/Creative Activity
Winners

Julie Etterson  Biology  2017-18
Jay Austin  Physics & LLO  2016-17
Viktor Nemykin  Chemistry & Biochemistry  2015-16
Eugene Koshinski  Music  2014-15
John Goodge  Geological Sciences  2013-14
Steve Colman  Large Lakes Observatory  2012-13
Imran Hayee  Mechanical/Industrial Engineering  2011-12
Aydin Durgunoglu  Psychology  2010-11
Joe Gallian  Mathematics & Statistics  2009-10
Vicki Hansen  Geological Sciences  2008-09
Matt Andrews  Biology  2007-08
Randall Gordon  Psychology  2006-07
Barb Elliott  Family Medicine  Spring 06
Jon Pierce  Management Studies  Spring 05
Viktor Zhdankin  Chemistry  Spring 2004
Erik Brown  Geology  Spring 2003
Ron Caple  Chemistry  Spring 2002
Thomas C. Johnson  Geology  Spring 2001
Rip Rapp  Geology  Fall 2000
Gloria Brush  Art  Spring 2000
John Pastor  Biology  Fall 1999